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Abstract—Arctic landfast sea ice is widely utilized for trans-
portation by local communities and industry, with trafficability
largely governed by ice roughness. Here, we introduce an approach
to evaluate ice roughness that can aid in routing of ice roads and as-
sessment of spatial variability and long-term changes in trafficabil-
ity. Drawing on synthetic aperture radar (SAR) polarimetry, SAR
interferometry (InSAR), and other remote sensing techniques, we
integrated approaches into the trafficability assessment that had
rarely been applied over sea ice in the past. Analysis of aerial
photogrammetry obtained through structure-from-motion helped
verify cm-scale accuracy of X-band InSAR-derived ridge height
and link L-band polarimetric classification to specific roughness
regimes. Jointly, these approaches enable a km-scale evaluation of
ridge topography and cm- to m-scale roughness—both critical for
the assessment of trafficability. A trafficability index was derived
from such SAR data in conjunction with analysis of ice trail routing
and ice use near Utqiaġvik, Alaska. The index identifies areas of
reduced trafficability, associated with pressure ridges or rubble ice,
and served to delineate favorable trail routes for different modes of
transportation, with potential uses ranging from ice road routing to
emergency evacuation. Community outreach is needed to explore
how this approach could assist different ice users in reducing risk,
minimizing trail or ice construction efforts, and improving safety.

Index Terms—Radar interferometry, radar polarimetry, sea ice,
surface roughness, surface topography, synthetic aperture radar.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Sea Ice Roughness and Implications for Sea Ice Travel and
On-Ice Operations

LANDFAST sea ice provides a range of services to peo-
ple, marine mammals, and the broader ecosystem around
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the circumpolar North [1]. This relatively narrow belt of ice
is attached to the coast and serves as an extension of the land
used for community travel and subsistence activities [2]–[6].
Landfast ice also serves as a platform for ice road construction
by the industry [7]–[10]. Over the past few decades, landfast
sea ice has undergone rapid decline in extent and seasonal per-
sistence [11], [12] associated with Arctic-wide sea ice retreat
[13]–[15]. At the same time, coastal community dependence on
ice-based transportation has increased due to higher alternate
transportation costs, greater removal of subsistence resources,
and a growing industrial presence (9.4.5 in AMAP [16]). The
potential socio-economic implications of these developments
[17] require research progress to aid in adaption or mitigation
of change [18].

Mapping of local ice use [3], [19]–[22] and studies of environ-
mental change impacts on coastal communities have progressed
significantly [5], [23]–[27]. Such progress includes new meth-
ods to monitor ice conditions relevant to ice use and to provide
guidance to ice users [3], [28], [29]. However, so far, quantitative
approaches to analysis and hazard assessment of ice conditions
relevant to IR and trail use, and applicable over larger scales and
across seasons have been lacking.

This work focuses on ice roughness at scales of 0.1–10 m,
which is a key factor determining the use of landfast ice for trans-
portation by local residents [2], [22], [24], industry [30], and in
the context of potential emergency evacuation from industrial
installations and winter vessel traffic [31]–[33]. Ice roughness is
relevant in routing and construction of ice trails and roads due to
the negative impacts of rough ice on travel time and cost through
increased road length by avoiding rough areas, surface prepa-
ration cost, equipment wear, etc. However, grounded pressure
ridges, typically the largest roughness elements in the landfast
ice cover, help stabilize the ice, thereby potentially reducing the
hazards of ice travel [34]–[36].

Landfast ice can form through in situ freezing in the coastal
zone, the advection of ice formed offshore, or a combination of
these two processes. Landfast ice formed through in situ freez-
ing typically will be smooth, though wind and ocean stress or
interaction with drifting pack ice may increase its roughness.
Landfast ice advected from offshore may be deformed already,
or deform during the attachment process. In addition to ampli-
tude, ranging up to the m-scale, roughness can be identified by
the wavelength of the roughness features. We define short-wave
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TABLE I
THERMAL AND DYNAMIC PROCESSES AND RESULTING ROUGHNESS TYPES AND SCALES

Process Roughness

Thermal Ice freezing in-place during calm conditions Smooth ice or cm-scale LW roughness
Ice freezing in-place during rough ocean conditions resulting in
consolidation of slush or pancake ice

cm-scale SW roughness

End-of-season surface melt processes and melt pond formation cm-scale LW roughness
Multiyear ice forming in place cm or m-scale LW roughness with potential large vertical

relief between regions of multiyear and first-year ice
Dynamic Displacement of thinner ice («1 m) resulting in fractures, moderate

buckling, and rafting
cm-scale LW roughness in the form of sporadic features of
cm-scale vertical extent

Thicker ice (∼1 m) yielding under severe forcing conditions
resulting in rearranging orientation of floes into the vertical

m-scale continuous or noncontinuous areas of SW
roughness in the form of rubble fields or ridges

Advection of first year or multiyear pack ice into the region and
freezing into landfast ice

Roughness depends on conditions under initial formation
and transport

roughness (SW), where the ratio of amplitude to wavelength is
close to one, and long-wave roughness (LW), where amplitude
is much smaller than the wavelength.

Small-scale roughness of sea ice can be determined by the sea
state during the early stages of freeze-up. Initial freezing during
calm conditions will result in smooth nilas, while a choppy sea
will result in cm-scale SW roughness (e.g., pancake ice). Poten-
tially small-scale roughness inherent in the ice since freeze-up
will remain as the ice grows thicker. While the ice is still thin,
it is subject to cm-scale roughness features due to rafting and
buckling. Rafting will result in roughness in the form of a step in
the leading edges of the rafting floes [37], while buckling will
often impart LW roughness features to ice smooth on shorter
length scales. As the ice approaches meter-scale thickness, it is
strong enough to resist moderate forces, but is still subject to
deformation under substantial forcing events such as pack ice.

Interaction with pack ice can result in grinding of ice in the
shear zone between pack ice and the landfast ice edge or coast-
line [28], resulting in rough ice. Forces can also propagate fur-
ther into the landfast ice, leading to aggregation of ice fragments
into rubble and potentially ridges. Here, the ice bottom in com-
bination with the sea floor can channel currents beneath the ice,
which may play an important role weakening ice and predispos-
ing it to deformation [35], [38]. During spring and summer, melt
pond formation will result in cm-scale LW roughness features,
which if surviving multiple summers will turn into multiyear ice
with potential m-scale roughness with a longer wavelength as
melt ponds deepen leading to increased relief of adjacent bare
ice [39]. The different surface roughening processes and the
associated scales and types of roughness are listed in Table I.

It is reasonable to assume that sea ice roughness has increased
throughout the Arctic in recent years as a result of

1) increased deformation due to thinner ice [40] and higher
ice drift speeds [41], [42],

2) increasing ice strain and fracture [43],
3) increasing storm activity [44], and
4) later formation of landfast sea ice [12] when storms are

the strongest [44].
The effects of increased roughness on ice travel, including

associated hazards [25], are already felt in some regions [22],
[24]. A particular concern is inconsistent freezing progression;

instead of forming once, the ice continues to melt, break apart,
and drift out during fall leading to rougher ice [22].

To date, quantitative assessments or projections of Arctic
sea-ice trafficability are mostly lacking. Stephenson et al. [45]
used modeling to understand how accessibility may change for
shipping and ice roads on land. Due to increasing dependence on
sea ice travel in combination with landfast sea ice change, it has
become important to be able to evaluate changes in trafficability
across sea ice, and in particular, sea ice roughness on scales
critical to ice users. Here, we focus strictly on traveling over
ice and hence define trafficability as the ability to travel on
the sea ice surface in terms of efficiency and required effort.
Factors impacting safety such as ice thickness or fractures are
not considered here; trafficability is strictly dependent on surface
conditions, in particular, roughness. This paper aims to classify
and quantify ice roughness, yielding data products in support of
tactical and long-term strategic decisions for on-ice operations
and travel.

B. Remote Sensing Strategies to Assess Sea Ice Roughness

Ice users in coastal communities typically assess ice rough-
ness visually at ground level. Maps delineating areas of rough ice
based on radar satellite imagery have proven useful as qualita-
tive supplemental information in several communities [28], [34],
[46]. Oil and gas industry also commonly evaluate roughness
strictly qualitatively through aerial reconnaissance [7]. How-
ever, tactical decisions on timescales from days to weeks (e.g.,
ice road routing, evacuation route planning) require quantita-
tive roughness assessments [32] obtained in a cost-effective and
timely manner [10]. To date, ice roughness and trafficability
assessments predominately comprise in situ observations with
limited spatial and temporal coverage [7], [28], [30]. Recent ad-
vances in satellite remote sensing set the stage for more compre-
hensive, efficient trafficability assessments compared to aerial
reconnaissance (including human image interpretation [47] or
ground truth [28]).

Seasonal planning and tactics of on-ice operations require
repeat surveys with m- to dm-scale resolution at intervals of
days to weeks covering the entire area of interest. Ice roughness
information can be obtained through several methods, includ-
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ing LIDAR, stereo-photogrammetry, and synthetic aperture
radar (SAR). However, only SAR meets all the requirements
of operational planning and tactics. The narrow swath width
and long repeat intervals of space-borne Lidar instruments
[48] and the poor spatial overlap of high-resolution imagery
from, e.g., WorldView/Digital Globe [49] and their depen-
dence on clear-sky conditions render both these approaches
unsuitable for operational and many ice roughness research
applications.

SAR signals are sensitive to surface roughness: Rough sur-
faces contain more scattering elements than smooth ice, result-
ing in a larger radar backscatter cross-section. With resolution
on the order of 1–10 m, wide coverage from multiple platforms,
independence of weather conditions, and repeat cycles of days
to weeks, SAR is well-suited for operational use. Over some
sea ice types, some of the microwave energy penetrates below
the surface and is subject to volume backscatter from internal
structural elements that does not necessarily indicate roughness.
Here, SAR polarimetry (see Section II-E) and interferometry
(see Section II-F) may help in further discriminating between
different backscatter mechanisms and type and size of rough-
ness features. We validate these two techniques over sea ice,
employing ground truth observations to evaluate the accuracy of
the polarimetric classification [50], [51] and the interferometric
digital elevation model (DEM) (see Sections III-A and III-B).

For the purpose of validation, we acquired images with an
unmanned aerial system (UAS) to construct a high-resolution
image mosaic and a DEM using structure-from-motion pho-
togrammetry (SfM) (see Section II-C). SfM has shown promise
in geoscience applications [52]–[54], including cm-resolution
reconstruction of snow surface features [55]. This study focuses
on the landfast sea ice near Utqiaġvik, Alaska (formerly known
as Barrow, Fig. 1) as a test region. Landfast ice at Utqiaġvik
typically spans a range of roughness types, from large grounded
ridges to smooth ice. Utqiaġvik is the site of extensive ice use,
with construction of a network of seasonal ice trails that occupy
areas of higher trafficability [3]. Drawing upon GPS surveys of
these trails, combinations of SAR techniques are used to de-
velop a large-scale ice roughness and trafficability assessment
strategy (see Sections III-C–III-E).

II. DATA AND METHODS

The study focus is on landfast ice near Utqiaġvik, Alaska,
and both in situ and space-borne data acquisitions occurred
in March to May 2015 (see Fig. 1). Satellite products from
three different SAR systems were utilized: TerraSAR-X and
TanDEM-X operated by the German Aerospace Center (DLR)
since 2008 and 2010, respectively, with a repeat pass cycle of 11
days, and Japanese Advanced Land Observing Satellite (ALOS-
2) PALSAR-2 operating since 2014, with a repeat pass cycle of
14 days. UAS SfM data were acquired in collaboration with the
Alaska Center for UAS Integration (ACUASI). Remote sensing
datasets acquired are listed in Table II and discussed further
below.

Most of the data were collected within roughly a week, but
with the TerraSAR data obtained almost four weeks prior to

Fig. 1. Map of ice trails (black) close to Utqiaġvik, Alaska, during spring 2015
as well as trail endpoint connectors (gray). The colored rectangles show the
coverage of SfM (green), TanDEM-X (red), TerraSAR-X (blue), and PALSAR
(purple).

acquisition of the SfM dataset. Based on the previous landfast
ice reconnaissance in January 2015, we were able to confirm
that the landfast ice surveyed had remained stationary during
spring and hence did not noticeably change roughness between
acquisitions. All data were acquired prior to the onset of melt;
hence, potential cm-scale change in roughness as a result of
snow accumulation and redistribution would only have a minor
impact on the SAR signals and our analysis.

A. In Situ Data

Every spring, members of the community of Utqiaġvik con-
struct trails leveling several mile-long corridors through the
rugged landscape of the landfast ice using only hand tools
[34]. These trails are essential to the community, providing sub-
sistence hunters access to marine mammals and birds. Trail
construction and use are also an important part of Iñupiaq tra-
ditional instruction and subsistence culture [1]. University of
Alaska Fairbanks sea ice researchers have collaborated with
Iñupiaq sea-ice experts and hunters and local organizations,
including the Barrow Whaling Captains Association and the
North Slope Borough Department of Wildlife Management, in
mapping these community ice trails starting in spring 2000 and
consistently every spring starting in 2007. Iñupiaq ice observers
and hunters have also shared indigenous and local knowledge
in regards to ice properties that are directly relevant or even
critical for the construction and safety of operations on the ice
trails during spring [3], [56]–[59].

The trail data used here include trail location and continu-
ous ice thickness measurements along the trails. The latter were
collected with an EM-31 electromagnetic conductivity meter
linked with a GPS pulled by a snowmobile, described in detail
by Druckenmiller [60]. The trail data were collected in April
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TABLE II
LIST OF REMOTE SENSING DATASETS ANALYZED

Product Platform Sensor Date GSI (m) Dir./mode Additional info

Structure-from-motion Ptarmigan UAS DSLR 04/10/2015 0.11 – Optical
Polarimetry ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 SAR 04/02/2015 10 Ascend/Stripmap Polarizations HH, HV, VH, VV
Interferometry TanDEM-X SAR 04/10/2015 2.35 Descend/Stripmap Baseline 477 m
Backscatter TerraSAR-X SAR 03/14/2015 2.75 Descend/Stripmap

GSI refers to the ground sampling interval.

Fig. 2. Images of the five roughness categories encountered during ground validation with 50 m long height transects from the individual locations obtained
from SfM DEM. Autocorrelation length (L) and standard deviation (σ) are listed for each transect and approximate values for roughness amplitudes and the ratio
of feature height (Ht) vs. feature spacing (x) are listed for each roughness class.

and May of 2015, extending out along the coast within approx-
imately 15 km from Utqiaġvik (black lines shown in Fig. 1).
The trail crews draw on indigenous knowledge to construct the
trails [3]. The trail path is carefully selected and often routed
through stretches of level ice reducing the trail making effort
in terms of time and financial costs. However, trails also favor
areas of grounded ridges, which help anchor the landfast ice,
in order to reduce the risk of break-out events (i.e., detachment
of large pieces of ice from the landfast ice). More details of ice
properties impacting trail locations can be found in the study by
Druckenmiller et al. [3].

For our analysis, we investigated all ten trails constructed for
the 2015 spring season. Trail location and ice thickness were
sampled by GPS and EM every second along the trails; hence,
point spacing is dependent on the speed of the snowmobile
(roughly every 5 m). The trail is oversampled to construct equal
sampling intervals (1 m) for every trail. Ten endpoint connec-
tors (gray lines in Fig. 1) are constructed in a straight line from
start to end of each trail (1 m sampling interval). These connec-
tors are constructed as an estimate of hypothetical trail location
independent of ice conditions impacting trail construction.

Additional in situ measurements include laser surveying of
transects [30] as well as operation of a survey grade GPS system
(Trimble 5700) to assess the quality of the SfM data. A total of
15 ground control points were also included to aid identification
of important features such as ridge summit, transect boundaries,
and roughness features with significance for trafficability. Two
transects were profiled at equidistant intervals to evaluate the

SfM performance, one across the ridge summit (5 m spacing)
and one over barely navigable rubble-ice (20 cm spacing).

B. Classifying Sea Ice Roughness From a Trafficability
Perspective

In Section I, we identified thermal and dynamic processes
that govern surface roughness regimes on landfast ice. Here, we
focus on those roughness types found at our study site, which
are all associated with dynamic deformation of first-year sea
ice. The roughness regime is similar to that described by Barker
et al. [32] and hence we are applying a similar categorization of
smooth, rubble (light, medium, and rough), and ridges, encom-
passing the roughness types found in our SfM data (see Fig. 2).
Rubble is defined as an area of extremely deformed sea ice of un-
usual thickness formed during the winter by the motion of drift
ice against, or around a protruding rock, islet, or other obstruc-
tion [61]. Here, we define smooth ice as exhibiting roughness
features (Ht) 5 cm high or less (#1 in Fig. 2). Light rubble has a
roughness of vertical relief of up to roughly 10 cm and can con-
sist of scattered fragments of thinner ice (#2). We define medium
rubble as scattered larger block sizes with a vertical relief on the
order of tens of cm (#3). We identify rough rubble (#4) as con-
tinuous rubble with large vertical relief approaching maximum
ice thickness (Hi). Ridges are roughness features exceeding ice
thickness consisting of stacks of ice blocks. Roughness cate-
gories and their impact on trafficability are listed in Table III.
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TABLE III
TYPES OF ICE ROUGHNESS AND IMPACT ON TRAFFICABILITY

Class (see Fig. 2 for
details)

Impact on trafficability Typical scale of
roughness features

Smooth ice Favorable for all transportation <5 cm
Light rubble Unproblematic for snowmobiles with thin snow layer, but impacts

speed of cars on cleared ice roads
<10 cm

Medium rubble Slows down transportation or requiring circumnavigation of
features in ATV use and can be a direct obstacle for cars

Tens of cm

Rough rubble Resulting in obstructed travel with ice modification necessary for
all modes of transportation

∼1 m

Ridges Large ridges can result in obstructed travel and significant ice
modification is needed

>1 m

The roughness of multiyear sea ice is different from that
of first-year sea ice, typically comprising roughness elements
of longer wavelength roughness, with high freeboard further
limiting trafficability. However, due to the regional decline in
multiyear ice and its absence in the 2015 landfast ice, it is not
included as a separate category in this study.

Snow plays an important role in terms of the surface rough-
ness of the ice and hence for trafficability at least in winter and
early spring before snow-melt. Snowfall on smooth ice will,
under calm wind conditions, result in a smooth snow surface
substantially improving conditions for snowmobile travel. How-
ever, under strong winds, roughness can increase through wind
redistribution of accumulated snow ranging from cm-scale rip-
ple marks to dm-scale sastrugi. Through sintering, snow dunes
can harden and become permanent roughness features [28], [62]
inhibiting surface travel. On the other hand, over rough ice, snow
generally reduces roughness by filling cavities between larger
roughness features, hence increasing trafficability.

C. Structure-From-Motion Acquisitions

A UAS-based SfM dataset was acquired to be able to evalu-
ate the ice roughness relevant to trafficability. High-resolution
aerial imagery was acquired using a hexacopter UAS carrying
a downward looking digital mirror-less camera (Sony NEX-7)
and a Novatel survey grade Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS). Using this system, we surveyed an area of roughly 200
m × 600 m (green rectangle centered in the red rectangle in
Fig. 1) from an altitude of roughly 100 m. This altitude allowed
for a high spatial resolution of roughly 10 cm required for a
detailed trafficability analysis (see Section II-D).

The Novatel GNSS recorded the ephemeris data from both
GPS and GLONASS satellites. An Arduino processor was used
to orchestrate simultaneous acquisitions of data from both the
camera and GPS at a 1 s interval. Photo acquisition intervals
resulted in overlap between data take of roughly 90% (along-
track) and 60% (cross-track). The acquisitions were obtained
during the middle of the day to ensure optimum lighting condi-
tions. The data were collected within a period of roughly 3 h to
minimize changes in lighting conditions and ground shadows.

Data acquisition and processing workflows are outlined in
Fig. 3. Two data products were generated: 1) a high-resolution
orthorectified image mosaic [see Fig. 4(a)] and 2) a DEM

Fig. 3. Structure-from-motion processing workflow.

[referred to from here on as SDEM, Fig. 4(b)] each with 11
cm ground sampling interval. The GNSS Ephemeris data were
postprocessed (differential correction) using Novatel GrafNAV
software (with Barrow airport as the base station) to achieve a
DEM with high localization accuracy. The SfM processing was
performed using Agisoft Photo Scan software.

D. Quantifying Sea Ice Roughness From UAS

When considering trafficability, the height (Ht) of features
(i.e., amplitude) is critical and can be evaluated using the stan-
dard deviation σ, which describes the terrain’s deviation from a
level surface:

σ =
N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

√(
hi,j − h̄

)2

N 2 (1)

where hi,j is the height in a particular pixel within a patch of
N × N pixels with a mean height (h̄).

Since standard deviation does not determine the roughness
length-scale such that different structures can yield the same
σ, the autocorrelation length (L) can be computed to evaluate
the spatial variability [63]–[65]. We utilize Moran’s I [66], as a
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Fig. 4. (a) UAS-acquired image mosaic illustrates several different roughness
regimes from a large ridge to level smooth ice. Triangles show locations of
ground control points indicating type of roughness on the ground (warm colors
represent rougher and cool represent smoother ice). Subtle shadow lines extend
across the width of the image, which is an unresolved artifact from the SfM
processing. (b) SDEM with lines indicating the location of transects shown in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 5. Feature height and spacing shown as a parameter plane with different
roughness categories occupying different sections of the plot (boundaries shown
as schematic approximations). Ht is the topographic relief of ice features, Hi
is the ice thickness (proxy for block size), and x is the wavelength (distance
between features). Level of trafficability is roughly indicated in color shading
as well as the approximate area, which can be traversed using different modes
of transportation.

commonly used measure of spatial autocorrelation [67], [68]

I =
N 2

(∑
i

∑
j dij

)
∑

i

∑
j dij

(
hi − h̄

) (
hj − h̄

)

(∑
i(hi − h̄)

)2 (2)

where dij is a spatial weight set to one when i and j are separated
by a desired length scale and otherwise set to zero. Moran’s I
ranges between –1 (inversely correlated) and 1 (perfectly corre-

lated) with 0 being completely uncorrelated. The autocorrelation
length scale is defined by the distance over which I drops to 1/e.

To quantify roughness, the sampling interval is important
since it needs to be sufficiently small to capture the smallest
relevant ice features. From a trafficability perspective, this is
roughly the dm-scale, as cm-scale roughness has a minimal
impact on travel across the ice surface. The size of the patch
over which roughness is evaluated is also critical as it needs to
be large enough to be representative of a particular ice regime.
For instance, in areas of scattered blocks of rubble, there may
be areas of smoother ice in between, where the patch size needs
to be large enough to capture the relevant variability.

We utilized a patch size of 10 m (N = 100) to calculate both
σ and L, which is large enough to capture the relevant variabil-
ity and small enough to minimize the inclusion of different ice
roughness types in one evaluation patch. The 10 m patch size
corresponds to the multilook PALSAR resolution cells. I is cal-
culated every 0.5 m (shorter intervals did not result in improved
results) up to 8 m. Features generally did not correlate with a
spacing approaching 8 m. By using 8 m as a cutoff allowed for
several correlation estimates to calculate I within the 10 m patch
size.

Elevation data for each roughness category are sampled from
the SDEM along 50 m transects. The transects are used to calcu-
late σ and L for the individual categories and to roughly indicate
Ht and Ht/x ratio (see Fig. 2). These values are strictly approx-
imations due to the inevitable impact of the snow cover, which
ranged from roughly 5 to 40 cm in depth within the sampled
area. We further used these values to construct a schematic link-
ing the feature spacing and feature size to trafficability in a
qualitative manner (see Fig. 5).

E. Polarimetric H/α-Decomposition Analysis

For radar signals transmitted in two polarimetric orienta-
tions, horizontal and vertical relative to the antenna (H and
V), polarimetric SAR evaluates backscatter in the four resul-
tant independent datasets (HH, HV, VH, and VV) [69], [70].
Backscatter strength provides information on the surface type
[69]. Polarimetry has previously been shown to be able to in-
dicate different age classes of sea ice, which can be used to
estimate ice thickness [51], [71]–[75]. However, to the best of
our knowledge, polarimetry has not been applied yet to the
derivation of different ice-roughness types. Here, we applied a
common classification scheme based on the Wishart distribution
[76], [77], an approach that has shown promise over sea ice [78].

We have used PolSARpro 5.0.4 to decompose fully polari-
metric PALSAR datasets into entropy H and rotation angle α, in
accordance with the approach introduced by Cloude and Pottier
[79]. H and α jointly indicate what kind of scattering mech-
anism is present. The initial part of the classification effort is
based on the assumption that there are three distinctively differ-
ent scattering mechanisms [80]: Double bounce scattering (high
α), surface scattering (low α), and volume scattering (α ∼45◦).
Low entropy is indicative of a single predominant scattering
mechanism, whereas high entropy indicates a combination of
scattering mechanisms.
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Each pixel can be plotted in the H/α-plane and classified ac-
cording to 8 predefined classes suggested by Cloude and Pottier
[79]. However, in particular, one class was defined too broadly,
incorporating varying types of roughness (see Section III-B).
We, therefore, used complex Wishart classification [81], [82] to
restructure the eight classes, a technique that has shown promise
as a tool to map different types of sea ice. However, there is a
need for ground truth to properly evaluate the potential of the
method [83]. Therefore, we choose to apply a complex Wishart
classification and collect the necessary data to evaluate the ap-
proach (see Section II-F).

F. DEM Generation From Interferometric SAR

SAR interferometry (InSAR) is a technique that measures
phase differences between two SAR scenes acquired from two
coherent viewing geometries [84], [85]. The observed phase dif-
ference originates from displacement of the scattering surface if
measurements were acquired at different times (nonzero tempo-
ral baselines) and/or from surface topography if measurements
originate from slightly different vantage points (nonzero spatial
baselines) [85]. A number of studies have applied long-temporal
baseline (>1 day) InSAR to explore deformation of landfast ice
[86]–[90] and explored the potential for short-temporal baseline
(<1 m) InSAR to investigate more rapid deformation [91]–[93].
However, fewer studies have used bistatic interferometry to cal-
culate topography of sea ice by constructing a DEM [94], but this
technique has not been validated yet through ground truthing.

This study utilizes an X-band SAR bistatic image pair ac-
quired on April 10, 2015 at identical times, but from different
geometric vantage points. The interferograms were constructed
using the Sentinel Toolbox (S1TBX).

Due to the image pair being acquired at identical times, the
main contributor for a bistatic phase signal is the topographic
phase component. The topographic height difference causing a
full phase cycle between two points in a neighborhood can be
described as the ambiguity height ha :

ha =
λRssinθ

2B⊥
(3)

in terms of wavelength λ, slant range Rs , off-nadir angle θ, and
perpendicular baseline B⊥ [85]. For the image pair used here,
ha is close to 14 m due to B⊥ of 477 m resulting in large ridges
being represented by roughly one half-fringe. Since the phase
information is directly related to height, it can, therefore, be
used to create a DEM (referred to from here as IDEM).

III. RESULTS

A. Assessing Ice Topography Through SAR Interferometry

The UAS-acquired image mosaic is used to visually interpret
the type of roughness on the ground aided by ground control
points [colored rectangles in Fig. 3(a) and (b)]. The numbered
triangles and intersecting lines in Fig. 3(b) correspond to the
location of individual numbered images and transects in Fig. 2.
Superimposing the IDEM on the UAS-acquired image mosaic
confirms high spatial correlation between the two data prod-

Fig. 6. IDEM (April 10, 2015) indicating good spatial correlation of the ridge.
The black lines indicate the location of transects validated using laser survey.

Fig. 7. Transects from a ground-laser survey system compared with the SDEM
and IDEM over the ridge (a) and compared with only SDEM in an area of
medium rubble (b). The graphs indicate good correlation between both DEMs
and ground survey.

ucts (see Fig. 6). The height of the SDEM was evaluated along
two transects. Transect 1 traversed the ridge, while transect 2
extended across a section of continuous medium rubble (see
lines in Fig. 6). The IDEM was only evaluated across transect
1 due to resolution constraints making it incapable of capturing
cm-scale roughness of the medium rubble field. Both transects
were surveyed in situ with laser leveling equipment for qual-
ity analysis. The height of the ridge in the IDEM agrees well
with both the SDEM and in situ survey across transect 1 [see
Fig. 7(a)], confirming the ability for InSAR to accurately esti-
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Fig. 8. (a) Each PALSAR pixel plotted into the H/α-plane. Higher concen-
tration of pixels is qualitatively indicated with warmer colors. Rectangular areas
correspond to predefined classes. (b) H/α-classification of test area superim-
posed on the UAS-acquired image mosaic.

mate ridge height and thus its potential ability to be used in the
trafficability analysis.

The ability to use SfM to assess ice roughness for further eval-
uation of datasets [e.g., SAR polarimetry (PolSAR)] requires
the ability to capture both low-frequency roughness (confirmed
along transect 1) as well as high-frequency roughness. The
SDEM was, therefore, further evaluated along transect 2 [see
Fig. 7(b)]. The in situ laser-derived roughness measurements
were conducted with a 20 cm sampling interval (sufficient to
capture the local roughness), roughly double the SfM sampling
interval (11 cm). There is a close match between features in the
two datasets indicating the potential for SfM dataset to provide
ice roughness data with enough detail for roughness validation
and comparison (see Section III-B). Despite the close match be-
tween the two datasets, some of the peaks are underestimated in
the SDEM. This is due to the high-frequency roughness (low L)
resulting in some roughness features potentially being reduced
by even a slight coregistration offset between the two transects.
While the SDEM captures the full roughness frequency spec-
trum, relative to laser surveying, some of the extreme values
of individual roughness features are underestimated. As dis-
cussed below, this does not affect the findings from broader,
classification- or index-based trafficability assessments.

B. Assessing Ice Roughness Through Polarimetric
Classification

An initial H/α decomposition, based on the derivation of
entropy H and α, is used to classify each pixel according to
predefined rectangular sections in the H/α-plane [see Fig. 8(a)]
according to Cloude and Pottier [79]. H and α jointly indicate
[see Fig. 8(a)]. Shown spatially over the SfM-derived image
mosaic [see Fig. 8(b)], this analysis indicates that

1) smooth areas are dominated by volume scattering (classes
2 and 5),

Fig. 9. UAS-acquired image mosaic superimposed on complex Wishart clas-
sification, where 6 out of 8 classes appear in the study area. The ridge and
areas of continuous rubble are dominated by classes 6 and 7. Regions of rubble
adjacent to smoother ice are dominated by classes 3 and 4. Smooth ice and light
rubble are dominated by classes 5 and 8.

2) some ridged areas exhibit strong surface scattering (class
9), and

3) the majority of the study area is classified by a combi-
nation of backscatter mechanisms with surface scattering
dominant (class 6).

This finding, with much of the study area falling into a single
class, makes it clear that the outcome of a H/α-decomposition
is not suited for an in-depth analysis of ice roughness and traf-
ficability. Hence, we applied a complex Wishart classification
[81], [82] to arrive at an optimal segmentation based on data
clusters identified through maximum likelihood classification.
The Wishart scheme applied here groups an image into eight
classes, based on the original H/α classes. Of these, six classes
are within the area covered by the SfM DEM (classes 1 and 2
were only found outside of this area). Classes 6 and 7 correspond
to the central, highly deformed part of the ridge or continuous
rubble, classes 3 and 4 correspond to the outer margins of the
ridge/rubble field, class 5 covers areas of light rubble, and class
8 corresponds to wide stretches of smooth ice (see Fig. 9).
This preliminary analysis suggests that polarimetric classifica-
tion holds promise as a source of supporting information to
guide trafficability assessments and aid route selection. How-
ever, the classification does not provide quantitative information
on actual ice roughness, required for an in-depth assessment.

To address this problem, we derived quantitative informa-
tion on ice roughness from the SDEM, slightly over-sampled
to a resolution of 10 cm, i.e., 1/100 of the polarimetric SAR
resolution cell size (10 m). For every SAR resolution cell, we
calculated the standard deviation (σ) from the SDEM and su-
perimposed on the same dataset. The spatial distribution of σ
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Fig. 10. Standard deviation (σ) of SDEM (a), and autocorrelation length scale
divided by standard deviation (L/σ) (b), calculated over 100 × 100 pixels. The
UAS-acquired image mosaic is superimposed on each plot. Circles indicate
areas of similar σ-values, but with different roughness and L/σ-values between
A and B.

is structured as expected, with low values over smooth ice and
higher values for rough ice [see Fig. 10(a)]. However, σ by
itself is not sufficient to distinguish between different spatial
roughness scales. Hence, L was derived to enhance trafficabil-
ity assessments. By dividing L by σ [see Fig. 10(b)], areas of
high L associated with smooth ice will have a high L/σ ratio,
whereas high L in conjunction with rough or ridged ice (in the
case of correlation between large roughness features) will re-
sult in lower L/σ ratios. L/σ is low for both ridges and rubble
and thus a good discriminator between consistently smooth ice
[high L/σ—see regions marked A in Fig. 10(b)] and smooth
ice with interspersed roughness features [lower L/σ—see re-
gions marked B in Fig. 10(b)]. PDFs of σ and L/σ are plotted
for all six Wishart classes in Fig. 11(a) and (b).

With the exception of the classes 3 and 4 at the margins of
deformed ice, it is clear that each class represents slightly dif-
ferent PDFs, in particular, in terms of the presence of near-zero
values and the length of the tail. This difference is rooted in
the fact that differences in roughness impact the polarimetric
signal. Class 8 favors high L/σ values, while class 5 contains
some higher L/σ values as well. Classes 3 and 4, corresponding
to the margins of deformed areas, mostly lack low and high L/σ
ratios. Ridged ice (classes 6 and 7) is represented by the low-
est values in the study area. There are, however, large overlaps
between the PDF’s due to different types of roughness being
represented in many pixels and the SAR signal being sensitive
to small-scale ice properties independent of surface roughness.
Even so, it is clear that small-scale surface properties must re-
main partly consistent throughout the major areas of rubble and
smooth ice enabling a discrimination of the different roughness
areas (see Fig. 9) despite the strong PDF overlap.

C. Assessing Ice Trafficability for Community Ice Trail Areas

Based on the promising results for InSAR (see Section III-A)
and complex Wishart classification (see Section III-B) to eval-
uate ice roughness, we can now evaluate the relative rough-

ness and hence trafficability of different subregions of our study
area. To achieve this, we utilize trails as placed by Iñupiaq ice
experts at Utqiaġvik (see Fig. 1). In addition to InSAR and Pol-
SAR, we also utilized single-channel X- and L-band SAR from
TerraSAR-X and ALOS PALSAR-2, respectively, due to the
strong relationship between surface roughness and the backscat-
ter coefficient.

SAR products are sampled every meter along the trails and the
linear endpoint connectors. Resulting probability density func-
tions are displayed in Fig. 12 of X-band SAR digital numbers
(DN) from the multilook ground range detected product (a),
X-band InSAR-derived relative height (b), and L-band complex
Wishart classification (c). From the comparison, it is clear that
the trails as placed by Iñupiaq ice experts (red) favor both lower
SAR backscatter values and lower height values compared to
the endpoint connectors (blue). In addition, class 8 and less so
class 5 from the complex Wishart classification appear to be
favored for trail routing. This is to be expected from the analy-
sis in Section III-B indicating that these classes correspond to
smooth ice or light rubble.

Using information from the PDFs shown in Fig. 12(a)-(c),
we calculate the relative likelihood of a particular pixel value
representing a preferred surface type for ice trail construction.
For every pixel [i,k] and SAR-based product (i.e., interfero-
metric height, polarimetric class, or X-band amplitude values),
we calculate Tn [i, k], a measure describing whether the pixel is
favored (Tn > 0.5) or not (Tn < 0.5) in terms of trafficability:

Tn [i, k] =
pt

pe + pt
. (4)

Every pixel belongs to a single bin in all three PDFs where
pt and pe are the probability of a trail and endpoint connector
occupying the same bin, respectively. Tn is the trafficability
determined by a specific SAR-based method, with n = I, P, or
X indicating use of interferometric height, polarimetric classes,
or X-band DN values. Tn ranges from 0 (no trail segment falls
in the respective bin, hence low trafficability) to roughly 0.8
(trail segments fall in the respective bin four times as frequent
as endpoint connectors), with a hypothetical limit of 1. It is
worth noting that this range is subject to change with different
roughness regimes. For instance, for smoother ice, endpoint
connectors will more frequently occupy bins similar to trails
narrowing the range of Tn values. Trafficability for bins on the
left side of the histograms in Fig. 12(a) and (b) is set to 1 and on
the right-side set to 0. We define the trafficability TIPX utilizing
interferometric (TI), polarimetric (TP ), and X-band DN values
(TX ) as

TIPX = TI · TP · TX . (5)

TIPX is assessed for both the trails and the endpoint con-
nectors in a similar manner using PDFs and is displayed in
Fig. 12(d). The distribution shows, as expected, that trail routing
favors areas of higher trafficability. The combination of T-values
obtained through three different methods amplifies the spread
of values, and hence likely increases accuracy of the compound
trafficability estimate TIPX compared to individual T values.
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Fig. 11. PDF of σ (a) and L/σ (b) within their respective polarimetric class. L/σ for class 8 is cut off by 100, but includes values above 200 indicated in
Fig. 10(b).

Fig. 12. PDF of values under ice trails (shown in red) superimposed on PDFs
of endpoint connectors (blue) with overlapping bars in black for X-band DN
image values (a), X-band interferometric height (b), and complex Wishart clas-
sification (c). The calculated trafficability PDF utilizing PDF (a)–(c) is displayed
in (d) (TIPX ).

The trafficability index TIPX retains the resolution of the
highest-resolution SAR product, in this case 2.35 m, which is
the multilook resolution of TI . Over the extent of the SfM scene,
the magnitude of TIPX anticorrelates highly with the ridge (see
Fig. 13). Low values are shown in red, which cover the ridge and
the areas difficult or impossible to traverse. High values shown as
blue and green over smooth or light rubble areas classify these

Fig. 13. Trafficability index superimposed on the UAS-acquired image
mosaic.

as trafficable. Yellow, midrange values cover border regions
between smooth and rough ice.

D. Route Selection Based on Cost-Index Estimates

Utilizing multiple SAR products, it is possible to create a
large-scale trafficability assessment that can help guide decision
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TABLE IV
COSTS OF DIFFERENT TRANSPORTATION/CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES AND ICE

ROUGHNESS TYPES

Ice roughness Cost of ice Cost of ice Cost of ice Trafficability at
type trail (IT) road (IR) scouting (IS) control points

Smooth 0.2 4 0.01 0.231
Light rubble 1 5 0.01 0.183
Medium rubble 2 6 0.01 0.162
Rough rubble 4 9 10 0.056
Ridge 6 10 10 0

making for ice road or trail development. An important question
to explore is whether data such as those analyzed here allow for
the determination of an optimal trail route. Such an evaluation
requires a measure of relevance of different roughness categories
for the specific trail or ice user, which will largely depend on the
mode of transportation, level of ice construction or modification
needed, crew size, and related factors.

The trafficability assessment (see Section III-C) is used to
determine an idealized route and to identify optimal data combi-
nations for routing purposes. TIPX values for five control points
spanning all five roughness classes [points 15, 8, 11, 12, and 2
in Fig. 4(a)] are listed in the last column of Table IV. Depending
on the mode of transportation, these different roughness classes
are associated with different costs or penalty values, which can
be estimated in both workload, price of construction, or time
and will depend on available resources and the trail surface end
state needed (e.g., level of smoothness). An example of how
this can be calculated can be found in the study Spencer et al.
[33]. Here, we demonstrate the general approach for arbitrary
cost values (see Table IV), focusing on relative, not absolute
magnitudes.

Every derived trafficability value is linearly interpolated to a
cost value for three different use scenarios:

1) ice trail construction by local communities utilizing snow-
mobiles,

2) construction of an ice road by a local government or in-
dustry capable of supporting construction vehicle and car
traffic, and

3) ice scouting with snowmobiles without any ice modifica-
tion or construction.

The relative cost values between roughness classes are differ-
ent for the three use scenarios (see Table IV). The cost associated
with each use scenario depends on a number of factors relevant
along the optimum path, such as height thresholds that deter-
mine whether a ridge can be traversed. Mostly, the routing will
be constrained by the cost/benefit ratio associated with travers-
ing rough areas for the benefit of a short path. Following is a
justification for the assigned cost values.

For ice trails such as those created at Utqiaġvik by the local
population, rougher stretches frequently involve cutting of paths
and infilling with ice blocks cut and shaped to smooth out the
trail, so as to allow towing of large sleds and boats through the
ice by snowmobile. Several crews may choose to collaborate
on breaking through the roughest sections. Since all labor is
by hand, it is critical for existing smooth areas to be utilized

wherever possible. At the same time, the trail should not be
too long, allowing for quick evacuation in a case of emergency.
Smooth ice is, therefore, given a small cost (0.2), but not zero,
ensuring a small penalty for a long trail. From smooth ice,
cost is set to increase up to 6 for ice difficult or impossible
to navigate where substantial construction is needed. For an
ice road, we place a substantially larger penalty on smooth
ice. For intensive road use during the season, reducing distance
traveled via road becomes important. Also, in case of an industry
ice road, substantial work is associated with road construction
(e.g., artificial thickening of the ice) across even smooth areas
reducing differences in cost for different ice types (roughest ice
is set to only 2.5 times the penalty of smooth ice for ice road
versus 30 times for ice trail). For over-ice travel by snowmobile
for the purposes of ice scouting in search of a navigable path, i.e.,
not associated with repeated use of trails and without any ice
modification, we are selecting a near binary cost assignment.
For ice that is fairly easily traversable, the cost is set to near
zero, and for ice that can be difficult or potentially impossible to
navigate, the cost is set to ten. This will allow for a long travel
route circumnavigating areas of rough ice.

To evaluate the proposed approach, we compared the most
cost-effective routes based on the conversion outlined above
with constructed trails. Two trail segments (of the three enclosed
in the red rectangle in Fig. 1) were assessed, with the eastern trail
(A) considered in its entirety and the western trail (B) considered
from the start at the shore to the edge of the TanDEM-X scene.
The trafficability index validated in Fig. 13 is displayed for the
area in Fig. 14(a) with ice trails indicated in blue. Using the cost
assignments from Table IV, lowest cost paths are calculated
for a hypothetical ice trail (IT) (red), ice road (IR) (yellow),
and ice scouting path (IS) (green). The expectation is that the
trails created by local experts after considerable scouting and
tracking of ice conditions over the course of the season are
close to optimal, with some dependence on the experience of
the crew [3]. Hence, any method that is able to closely match
actual trail routing holds promise to help determine trail or ice
road construction in operational settings.

For trail A [eastern trail in Fig. 12(a)], the trail (blue) follows
the edge of an area of rubble ice to the west and through a small
ridge [indicated by “1” in Fig. 14(a)] of lower trafficability. From
there, the trail stays on a stretch of newer ice outside of the de-
formed shear zone (“2”). The trail follows this low-resistance
route and makes a turn (“3”) heading almost perpendicular to
the ridges to minimize the distance traversed in the ridged areas.
The IT (red) follows the general path of the actual trail and
makes the two major turns (“1” and “3”) at the same locations.
Only toward the end, there is a small deviation. The IR pre-
diction (yellow) takes a straighter route through a passage of
high trafficability (but lower than the path of the actual trail) to
reduce the cost of added distance. The IR continues up the same
smooth refrozen lead (“2”) and makes a less sharp turn to save
on distance for the second turn. IS (green), the smoothest route,
hugs the shore, part of it likely on bottomfast ice, before looping
around in a detour avoiding some of the light to medium rubble
and continuing up the smooth frozen lead. For the last section,
IS and IT follow the same path.
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Fig. 14. (a) Trafficability index (TIPX ) surrounding two ice trails (blue lines) near Utqiaġvik. Remaining lines represent lowest cost paths for construction of an
ice trail (red) and an ice road (yellow) and ice scouting (green). (b) Normalized cost of ice trail construction from starting point of trail A to any other location on
the map. Colored lines represent optimal trails calculated using a combination of SAR products: ITIPX (red), ITPX (cyan), ITX (green), and ITL (yellow).

Trail B (blue) does not take advantage of the smooth frozen
lead, but tracks a straighter path out from the coast. The trail finds
a relatively efficient route through the extensively ridged area.
This trail was particularly difficult to construct through this area
and the trail work ceased for some time before it was completed
(Unpublished trail surveys, 2015). On the other side of the rough
ice (“4”), the trail follows a refrozen lead taking advantage of the
smooth ice in this passage. IS and IT are following similar paths
attempting to avoid as much of the rubble ice in the beginning
of the trail and are passing through “1.” This is different from
the actual trail and is linked to the presence of snow at the time
of trail building further discussed in Section IV-D. IT and IS
deviate approaching the severely ridged area and choosing to
enter the refrozen lead further up than “4.” This passage crosses
lower elevation ridges in an area of higher trafficability (TIPX ).
The IR follows a relatively straight path (passing just north of
the narrowest part of the ridge “5”) with small deviations to take
advantage of smoother areas.

E. Optimal Path Routes and Sensitivity to Different
SAR-Derived Data Products

By utilizing the trafficability index TIPX to cost conversion
for IT outlined in Section III-D, we can calculate the cost from
a given starting point to any other location. Here, we perform
this calculation from the starting point of trail A. The result-
ing normalized cost index map [see Fig. 14(b)] allows us to
identify different directions of low cost, which may help guide
routing of trails. The starting point of trail B is close to that of
trail A; hence, the cost index maps for the two starting points are
nearly identical (not shown). To address the relevance of each
individual SAR product in the calculation of an optimal trail,
we repeated the steps outlined in Sections III-C and III-D for
IT [see Fig. 14(b)] based on X-band SAR backscatter and Pol-
SAR (excluding InSAR) (TPX ), and only X-band backscatter

(TX ). We also tested the dependence on wavelength frequency
by applying L-band backscatter (TL ). All products were resam-
pled to the lowest resolution of L-band SAR (multilooked to
10 × 10 m).

The calculated optimal trails are again compared to trails A
and B (black). The trail calculated using TIPX (ITTPX ) is dis-
played in red, ITPX in cyan, ITX in green, and ITL in yellow.
For trail A, all calculated IT follows the general path, with an
exception of the starting direction in ITPX and ITL . These two
products are not sensitive to elevation and are either exclusively
based on or more strongly impacted by L-band than ITIPX
(ITL and ITPX ,respectively). L-band is sensitive to roughness
on scales of 20–30 cm and X-band on scales of 1–5 cm. With
L-band being less sensitive to smaller than dm-scale roughness
features, it is possible that these routes cross light rubble fea-
tures, while the other approaches choose alternate paths.

There is a larger difference between the trail products for
trail B. Initially, the optimum trails take the same path, but here,
ITIPX is the only trail that follows the general path of trail B by
crossing the ridge close to “4” and utilize the refrozen lead. By
not utilizing InSAR-derived height, the trails take a more direct
path crossing what is likely more topographically challenging
terrain. Toward the end, ITL deviates, choosing a path through
an area of likely small-scale roughness that is underrepresented
in the L-band signal, but shows up more clearly in X-band.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our analysis demonstrates that the remote sensing tools
employed here, specifically SAR polarimetry, backscatter
amplitude analysis, and InSAR-derived DEM, support detailed
evaluation of sea-ice trafficability for different applications. The
approach developed here can help determine favorable paths, in
particular, if combined with application-specific parameteriza-
tion of trail cost. Cost maps, such as featured in Fig. 14(b), can
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be used to identify least costly options, but also identify several
possible options for ice travel. The latter are particularly relevant
in the following contexts:

1) Routing of seasonal ice trails by coastal communities
for hunting and travel. This approach may help improve
safety and efficiency of trail construction. For instance,
Fig. 14(b) demonstrates that trail A, where rough ice led
to termination of trail breaking before the ice edge was
reached, would have resulted in high costs to complete.

2) Determine optimal travel paths for a range of uses such as
scientific research and military operations.

3) Routing of ice roads through roughness types compatible
with a specific trail construction method.

4) Delineation of evacuation routes away from offshore in-
frastructure and installations.

5) Temporary logistical operations such as stretching of fuel
lines across landfast ice between refueling barges and
coastal communities.

6) Identification of potential on-ice aircraft landing strips.

A. Benefits of InSAR-Derived Height and Polarimetric
Information in Trafficability Analysis

We need to consider the relevance of the source data used
to calculate roughness and trafficability for ice trail or road
routing assessments—in particular, whether DEM products re-
quire use of InSAR data for sufficient accuracy. Polarimetric and
backscatter amplitude data have the advantage that they do not
need to be acquired by twin constellations such as TanDEM-X.
Unless requested specifically, single-pass interferometric prod-
ucts are rarely acquired routinely and should be obtained in
bistatic mode since even a few seconds of temporal baseline
can result in vertical shifts through ocean interaction to pro-
duce a phase signal interfering with the height analysis [92]. A
more effective way of acquiring bistatic data is from airborne
platforms. Interferometry provides important, nonredundant in-
formation in the context of trafficability assessments, yielding
a predicted trail route most closely tracking that of the actual
trail [see Fig. 14(b)]. Trafficability is significantly constrained
by ridge height [56] such that the promising results obtained
from InSAR highlight the need for better coverage by twin con-
stellation InSAR systems in the future.

Fully polarimetric acquisitions are much less common than
single- or dual-polarimetric acquisitions, and it is thus beneficial
to consider the actual need for polarimetric data. Polarimetric
classification seems effective in delineating certain roughness
types (e.g., rubble from smoother ice), but we find that single-
channel L-band alone also produces good results under certain
parameter constraints. For example, using a nonrestrictive path
length and only high costs for severe roughness (IS), the pre-
dicted travel path based on L-band data alone closely captures
the actual ice trail route (not shown). Hence, out of all factors
considered, accurate representation of differential trail costs is
most critical for optimal trail route prediction. More research is
needed to understand the full benefits of polarimetric data for
trafficability analysis (e.g., use of other classification approaches
and different combinations of datasets). However, based on our
results, we speculate whether a combination of single-channel

L- and X-band will provide close to equal accuracy to polarimet-
ric products and thus be superior due to higher data availability
and much lower computational cost.

B. Sensitivity to Radar Wavelength and Resolution

Throughout this work, we have identified different classes
and types of roughness, each associated with different features
and length scales. Hence, sensor resolution and wavelength play
an important role in the detection of surface obstacles, with little
contribution to backscatter by feature sizes well below sensor
wavelength. Trail routes obtained from X-band and L-band data
differ mostly only in areas of small-scale roughness.

The larger wavelength of L-band (24 cm), compared to X-
band (3 cm), makes it less sensitive to smaller than dm-scale
roughness, with little impact on assessments for most modes of
transportation. L-band sensors such as PALSAR-2 are, there-
fore, more valuable SAR tools for such applications and in our
analysis capture and integrate both the smooth refrozen lead
and the severe ridging into an optimal trail route. X-band may
be more appropriate for identification of potential aircraft land-
ing strips where even cm-scale roughness can be critical unless
smoothed by snow [30]. However, an added benefit of X-band
is its higher spatial resolution, enabling identification of nar-
row passageways between ridged areas. X-band backscatter is
also able to better distinguish between roughness such as rubble
close to shore (lower backscatter) versus ridges further offshore
(higher backscatter). A combination of L- and X-band products
is therefore likely optimal for trail routing.

SAR product grid size may impact the extent of multilook
acquisition and processing of scenes at full resolution. For the
comparison in Section III-E, we undersampled all X-band data
to the coarser 10 m × 10 m grid. Low-cost paths calculated
for X-band on this coarse grid differ little from routes derived
for a 2.75 m × 2.75 m grid, suggesting low sensitivity of this
approach to grid size.

C. Cost Assignment

It is apparent that calculations of optimal ice trails depend
heavily on the cost assigned to individual ice types. Costs es-
timated in this study are based on a heuristic approach that
takes into consideration differences between ice road or trail
uses and is informed by cost assessments in other settings. Cost
elements such as construction effort, time, workload, and safety
were considered. More accurate cost estimates reflecting local
conditions could be obtained through Monte Carlo simulations.
Routes predicted for a large ensemble of trails with slightly al-
tered cost values will provide estimates of the sensitivity of trail
routing on cost models and help arrive at appropriate cost func-
tions that reflect the full set of constraints governing trail or IR
construction and use. For such an approach, a larger validation
dataset can help identify biases in road or trail routes based on
factors other than roughness.

We have compared calculated low-cost trails with actual trails
to evaluate the methodology, assuming that the actual trail is an
efficient route. However, more efficient routes may exist. This
could be due to 1) routing priorities other than roughness avoid-
ance, such as ice stability, proximity to town, etc., and 2) the
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Fig. 15. (a) Launching hexacopter UAS next to trail surveying crews on April 11, 2015. (b) Crew members on the ice trail observing the UAS flying overhead.
(c) Discussion of data products out on the trail with crew members. (d) DEM product shared with community members working on ice trail on April 12, 2015.
Green colors represent medium topography (roughly 2 m), while red indicates topography up to roughly 5 m. Scale bar is in feet to conform with local use.

trail building crew not being able to fully assess the roughness
in alternate areas. Ideally, different trail priorities should be
separated to enable trail optimization for different cost combi-
nations, such as cost-effectiveness or safety. Separating the cost
functions would also allow for considering only relevant costs in
a specific scenario, which is important when expanding this ap-
proach to different modes of transportation or ice use scenarios.

D. Additional Trafficability Analysis Constraints

As outlined in Section III-C, trafficability has been calculated
utilizing a set amount of existing ice trails that are located within
the area covered by remote sensing data. For the interferometric
data and analysis in particular, this corresponds to a small num-
ber of trail segments. Consequently, trafficability calculations
drawing on the PDFs shown in Fig. 12 are constrained by a
comparatively small set of source data. Nevertheless, even for
a low number of trail segments, the method appears to perform
well, capturing actual trafficability as well as predicting opti-
mal trails [see Fig. 14(a) and (b)]. This statistical approach to
calculate trafficability will be further improved as more remote
sensing datasets become available and future trails are mapped.

Sea ice travel greatly depends on the presence of snow and
in some communities, ice travel often has to wait until after
snowfall [24]. Snow greatly affects the trafficability of rubble
and ridged ice leading to some of the discrepancies between
actual and predicted optimal trails in this analysis. For instance,
for the first section of trail B, none of the IT or IS followed the
actual trail, but chose the shortest path out of this area of low
trafficability. This area was close to nontrafficable early in the

season, but by the time the trail was made, snow covered the
rubble to such a degree as to allow effortless traversing. SAR
signals are not significantly affected by the presence of dry
snow, such that the impact of snow cover on changing inherent
ice roughness and trafficability is more difficult to estimate in
regions where this is of relevance. However, in locations of wet
snow and ice cover such assessments of the impact on the SAR
signal, in particular, in X-band, are to be considered.

There are, however, methods that can help account for snow
cover in the TIPX estimates. The rubble field at the start of trail B
appears with variable height in the IDEM (not shown) resulting
in lower than 0.5 trafficability calculated from the interfero-
metric height [see Fig. 12(b)], but if the relative elevation was
reduced by 20 cm (approximate snow depth), the majority of the
area would exhibit a trafficability above 0.5 and hence contribute
to higher rather than lower trafficability scores. With evidence
for substantial snowfall, e.g., from time series of automated
snow depth measurements (such as available at Utqiaġvik), one
possibility is to classify heights below a snow-depth-dependent
threshold as trafficable. Snow cover also inevitably impacts the
roughness calculations in Fig. 11(a) and (b) since SfM does not
penetrate the snow like SAR does.

E. Potential Use of UAS-Based Trafficability Analysis

In addition to acquiring a UAS-based SfM-derived DEM for
SAR validation purposes, we also explored the possibility for
UAS surveys in support of ice use. Leading up to the trail con-
struction season in Utqiaġvik, we communicated with com-
munity leaders and members of the Barrow Whaling Captains
Association to determine what scientific efforts could aid trail
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construction and safety on the ice. We found a general commu-
nity interest in products that could determine ice roughness and
associated support for surveying a relevant section of very rough
sea ice around trail construction efforts. On April 11, 2015, we
set up a UAS launch site on the side of a trail (see Fig. 1) by
what was at the time the current trail endpoint. We then launched
[see Fig. 15(a)] and surveyed the ice immediately ahead of the
construction crews [see Fig. 15(b)]. Within 24 h, we returned
to the trail and presented crewmembers with a DEM processed
in the field [see Fig. 15(c)]. The map highlighted large ridges
in red and allowed for identification of important features for
crewmembers to avoid such as a refrozen lead [see Fig. 15(d)],
where fractures may occur [95]. The final trail ended up steering
clear of some of the most severe roughness and the refrozen lead
[purple dots in Fig. 15(d)].

The potential of UAS-based tactical surveying and trafficabil-
ity analysis through SfM became clear through this work. Fol-
lowing is a selection of some of the findings arrived at throughout
the survey effort:

1) UAS-based systems, such as the hexacopter used here,
have a lower impact visually and in terms of noise than
airplanes, hence result in reduced disturbance of marine
mammals and subsistence activities.

2) Extreme Arctic conditions can create narrow operating
windows for operations posing a challenge to operational
use. We found it difficult to operate UASs at temperatures
below roughly –20 °C at which point, finger dexterity
for the controller becomes reduced. Also, the hexacopter
with its full payload was only able to operate up to roughly
5 m · s−1 winds, reducing the operating window.

3) By using the described hexacopter, we were able to
demonstrate the potential of using a UAS-based survey-
ing approach, but a fixed-wing UAS is needed to survey
the roughly 30 km coastline used for trail construction. A
fixed-wing system may also reduce the concerns in (2).

4) The way we displayed the DEM [see Fig. 15(d)] was not
optimal for effectively communicating ice topography to
the local population and more work needs to be done
to explore best practices for visualizations presented to
community members.

5) Long-term impacts of use of UAS in subsistence areas
need to be considered such as direct and indirect conse-
quences on subsistence activities including its cultural and
educational components.

V. CONCLUSION

This work represents one of the first studies of sea ice traffica-
bility using remotely sensed data drawing upon multiple meth-
ods developed within the last decade or two, but which have
not been applied to sea ice. The acquisition of high-resolution
imagery using UAS allowed us to both evaluate SfM over sea
ice and validate other approaches such as SAR polarimetry and
interferometry. We demonstrate here that cm-scale SfM is ca-
pable of distinguishing between different types of roughness
relating to ice trafficability. Also, SfM has provided a deeper un-
derstanding of relevant polarimetric scattering mechanisms and

improved discrimination between different roughness classes
that are unique in the classification scheme. We have demon-
strated that roughness, from a trafficability perspective, can be
assessed from SAR data alone. A combination of interferometry,
polarimetry, and the backscatter coefficient provides an optimal
assessment of trafficability through an evaluation of both scat-
tering mechanisms and surface height of the scattering medium.

The combination of remote sensing data and ice trail surveys
supported the development of a trafficability index and calcu-
lation of optimal travel routes. This method is most accurate
when including bistatic interferometry to assess ridge heights.
However, backscatter data alone have shown promise as a tool
to assess trafficability, and in particular, if combining differ-
ent frequencies such as X- and L-band. These findings suggest
that large-scale assessments of landfast ice trafficability at pan-
Arctic scales are possible due to the wide availability of SAR
backscatter cross-section data. A large-scale or pan-Arctic as-
sessment of trafficability and analysis of how trafficability has
changed over the last decade can potentially lead to important
new insight into the effects of climate change on both commu-
nities and industry. Large-scale assessments may improve ice
route selection making ice travel more cost-effective and possi-
bly counter negative effects of rougher ice and a shorter landfast
ice season.

In this study, we defined trafficability as the efficiency and re-
quired resources of traveling across ice, which mostly depends
on surface conditions. However, trafficability can also be de-
fined more broadly incorporating elements related to safety as
well as a larger set of objectives for travel. It is likely that apply-
ing an additional set of remote sensing techniques to construct a
trafficability assessment could accommodate a broader traffica-
bility definition. Also, it is clear here that an important aspect of
trafficability is not only the general roughness of the ice cover,
but perhaps, more importantly, the presence and connectivity
of smooth trafficable areas. An important next step will be to
develop a metric for this connectivity and determine how it links
to overall trafficability.

Optimal travel routes depend on the mode of transportation
and priorities with respect to path length versus roughness types.
More work needs to be done to understand the exact specifica-
tions of different modes of transportation and their limitations in
terms of ice roughness. The strategy outlined in this paper, utiliz-
ing multiple remote sensing products to approach a trafficability
assessment, does not limit itself to sea ice, but can potentially
be utilized on any surface and mode of transportation.
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